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«When three musicians sound as one, the trio becomes a band. Indeed, Franz Hellmüller, Marcel 
Papaux and Stefano Risso actually sound even like a small orchestra. 
One would actually think that ever since the Jimi Hendrix Experience, there’s little to add to the guitar, 
bass and drums combination. Yet then came John Abercombie’s trio, „Gateway", followed by Pat 
Metheney’s „Bright Size Life". Ten years later, Bill Frisell, Kermit Driscoll and Joey Baron shuffled the 
cards once again. This path is not easily followed, but it inevitably leads to the album „Waiting For 
You" by Swiss guitarist Franz Hellmüller along with drummer Marcel Papaux and bassist Stefano 
Risso.»  
Wolf Kampmann 
 
«In a fascinating way, it is coherent, quite experimental for chamber jazz without being ostentatious. It 
is carried by a unity of divergent and highly original characters, which is only possible in music when 
joint creative power is placed before vanities. You need to find a „inner calm" state of mind in order to 
reach under the surface and discover these energies. You‘ll find that happiness awaits those who do.» 
Ralf Dombrowski 
 
«The brillant interplay, inexhaustibly grabing for notes from the depth of the Space, form the music. It 
is a exhilarating experience to listen to these three artists and the goose flesh emerging by listening, 
stays for longer time.» 
Franz X. A. Zipperer 
 
«Franz Hellmüller: Striking New Voice on the Jazz Guitar Scene 
One of the most accomplished and promising new talents on the international jazz scene is Swiss 
guitarist Franz Hellmüller. » 
Bill Milkowski 
  
«Hellmüller solos again with taste, a sense of tone and linear harmony that’s good to hear. His 
phrasing is sure and varied. This is a good example to play to someone who wants to hear what 
modern Jazz guitar is about.» 
Cadence 
 
«Wegweisende Gitarristen kommen gemeinhin aus den USA. Für die Jazzgitarre stammen die 
wichtigsten Musiker immer noch aus dem Mutterland dieser Musik: John Abercrombie, Pat Metheny 
und Bill Frisell prägten unsere heutige Vorstellung von dem, was eine Jazzgitarre kann. Doch 
zunehmend machen europäische Gitarristen aus sich aufmerksam. Auf den Schweizer Franz 
Hellmüller sollte man zum Beispiel achten.» 
Rolf Thomas 
 
«Exhilarating and convincing. Smooth, flowing, silky sounds on the disc „Waiting for you". 
Nevertheless, stringent and driving. What a pleasure it is to listen to this music! Hasn’t anybody 
noticed that this is prize-worthy world-class Jazz?» 
Christopher Doemges 
 
«One should always be careful when throwing around the term "magic", but in this case it is justified – 
or even more than that, because "magic" is the first word that comes to mind when trying to describe 
the astonishing music of this guitar, bass and drum trio. Franz Hellmüller, Stefano Risso and Marcel 
Papaux create the mainly impressionistic pieces of this double-CD with an almost dreamlike 
assurance and unity. No one musician feels the necessity to show off with overwrought solos. What 
counts is the concerted progress of the three, driven by soft impulses, instinctive agreement and 
subtle interaction. This kind of acoustic guitar trio astonishes from the get-go because it is different, 
and manages to keep the pace set from the beginning.» 
Ulrich Steinmetzger 
 
«HRP, as they abbreviate themselves, are three musketeers, a triumvirate, a (it seems) symbiotic 
alliance. No one has never drawn this much "trio" from three musicians; on this album, three full- and 
part-time-soloists deliver a double-CD-pack with ten tracks each, written in turn by H., by R., and by 
HRP. [...] Seasons, encounters, memories: experienced threefold, on the thin, but successfully walked 
red line between dissolved harmonic connections and the exquisite art of improvisation.» 
Alexander Schmitz 


